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Avaloq Front Platform (AFP)
Avaloq offers a comprehensive digital suite supported by a cutting-edge technology as part of 
the Avaloq Banking Suite. It is either offered «as a service» to allow a swift implementation or 
as a software with an on-premises installation. The Avaloq Software Exchange provides integ-
rated third-party solutions that complement and extend Avaloq‘s digital offering.

The Combined Capabilities of Synpulse and K&W Software AG Provide a One Stop Shop 
For Front Portal Solutions

 ACP Integration Expertise
 Synpulse is proud to be an Avaloq premium implementation partner. It counts more than 

85 Avaloq Certified Professionals in Switzerland, Germany, UK, Singapore, Hong Kong 
and the US working on projects for some of the biggest leaders in the banking industry.  
Synpulse has also been part of several AFP integration projects.

 Business Domaine Expertise
 Synpulse has in depth banking domain knowledge and transformation expertise, that 

is required to unlock the value of a Front Portal. With competences in Operational 
Excellence, Digital Banking, and Regulatory & Compliance, Synpulse can ensure an  
efficient Front Portal, enabling front line staff in advising their clients in a compliant way.

 Front Development Expertise
 K&W is a certified Avaloq Software Exchange partner and has more than  20 software 
 engineers with banking background and Java EE/JS development capabilities, locally  develo-

ping in Zurich.They offer comprehensive project experience in the financial service industry.

    Agile Development
 Both partners strongly believe that Front Development projects need to be approached 

in an agile way and that concepts shall be approached and tested early by means of a 
minimum viable product. Our agile SPEED method and DevOps result in a continuous 
delivery and provide you with the controls required to steer the project successfully.

Proof of Concept
Our structured proof of concept approach enables you to explore and assess the capabilities 
and benefits of AFP at low risks within a 6 to 8 week’s timeframe. The proof of concept is based 
on selected use cases, demonstrating the AFP core functionality and integration capabilities. 
The result will be a decision basis for an AFP investment.

Synpulse Services Related To Avaloq Front Platform

 Digital Transformation Strategy

 Next Generation Operating Model

 PSD2 and Open Banking

 Client Lifecycle Management and Advisory 

 Client Analytics

 Change Management and Training Solutions

Synpulse
We are an established, globally active  
management consulting company and a 
valued partner to renowned international 
financial services companies. Since our  
formation in 1996, we have offered our 
clients excellent solutions, enabling them to 
generate high added value. We support our 
clients in the whole process from working 
out strategies and realizing them operatio-
nally through to technical implementation. 

K&W Software AG
We are one of the leading software  
boutiques for Client Advisory & Digital Client  
Interaction solutions in the financial  
industry. As a boutique, we mana-
ge projects to «industrialize & digitize» 
even the most complex business pro-
cesses. Together with our partner we 
build software solutions based on our  
market-proven toolbox, guaranteeing 
low risk for best «Market Practice».  
Holistic services across the entire 
lifecycle ensure long-term partnerships.
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